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The opportunities for growth and prosperity in Massachusetts are better today

than ever.

This administration began a new direction for the Commonwealth. With economic
development as our cornerstone, we made some dramatic things happen:

- We enacted the toughest legislative tax cap in America, reducing the state-

wide real estate tax levy for the first time since 1945. 60% of our cities

and towns have reduced their property tax rates, while another 10% have
remained stable.

- We cut the tax on personal income - saving taxpayers $22. 8 million.

- Reduced the capital gains tax 60% over the next three years.

- The meals tax was lowered from 6% to 5%, a savings to taxpayers of $50
million.

- Our state's high technology firms are committed to working together with

state government to create 150, 000 new jobs by the close of 1982. These
jobs will generate an annual payroll of $2 billion, and provide additional

tax revenues of $300 million.

- We established a Governor's Commission to Simplify Rules and Regulations.

The Commission is at work right now investigating rules, regulations and

permitting requirements. The objective is to simplify the entire process

and establish a "one-stop" permitting office.

- The Massachusetts unemployment rate dipped below the state national

average for the first time since 1970 - how's that for good news!

These are but a few of our accomplishments. So much accomplished and so much
more to come.

We will continue to work together to make Massachusetts grow and prosper for the

benefit of our citizens. We're pledged to making it easier for business to make it in

Massachusetts.

Edward J. rwig

EJK:io Governor



Preface
Massachusetts is a special place. No other state

can claim similar depth and diversity of political,

cultural, intellectual and social contributions to the

founding and growth of our nation.

Massachusetts continues to be a leader. In manu-

facturing, banking, medicine, agriculture, education,

architecture, electronics and the arts Massachusetts

still sets a standard of excellence.

Let us explain why Massachusetts is exceptional.

We want to show both the strengths and weak-

nesses of the state. We want to give you a sense of

the environment the Commonwealth provides— an

environment conducive to the creation and growth

of great ideas and great people. We want to show
you a state in which a mixture of ethnic heritage

guarantees diversity.

We have tried to bring some "Yankee candor"

to this effort, including interviews and quotations

to support our evaluations. Facts are facts. We want

them presented clearly and fairly.

In graphs and tables we have made direct com-
parisons with other states and urban centers. These

states were chosen because they are similar to

Massachusetts in industrial orientation, or because

they have a concentration of high technology. They
are our major competitors in these fields. Throughout

this book we try to convey a feeling and appreciation

for those aspects of Massachusetts that escape direct

measurement. Massachusetts exceeds the dimensions

of text, photographs, and graphs; yet through them
we hope you will come to know us better. The men
and women featured in the first section are only a

few of the many who have shared their personal

experiences with us saying, in one way or another,

that for them Massachusetts is the right place to live

and do business.



Points ofView

Data General Corporation

Westboro, Massachusetts

Mr. Edson D. de Castro, President

Today, the small computer business is economical!]; important worldwide, but it was
bom and nurtured in Massachusetts. Since Data General's birth in 1968, our Massa-

chusetts employees have helped develop our business to more than a half billion

dollars in annual sales— that takes talent and dedication.

While the four-season recreational advantages of the area are often cited as attrac-

tions, I like to think that the presence of high- technology industry and the creative

people working in this industry are just as important. They're important in continuing

to challenge the people who work here now and in attracting new people.

Sperry Research Center

Sudbury, Massachusetts

Dr. Arthur J. Schneider, Staff Vice President

We are here by choice. Being the corporate research centerfor Sperry Corporation —
a company with many locations throughout the United States and throughout the

world— we looked at many possible sites for the Research Center. We chose the

Boston environment because we recognized that there was a skilled laborpool here

and that there was a greater availability of resources for scientific research such as

universities, libraries, and other laboratories. We can get to any place conveniently

from Logan Airport. The quality of life offered to our employees was important-

schools, recreation, cultural activities, stores, and medical facilities. All these

advantages still exist today. There are many other things ourpeople like about

the area: excellent opportunities for continued professional growth, taking courses

or teaching at local universities, strong professional society activities. The
Massachusetts environment continues to offer much to those seeking a rewarding

career in industrial research.

Prime Computer, Inc.

Natick, Massachusetts

Mr. Kenneth Fisher, President

"Massachusetts is an excellent environment for our employees, an environment that

is nurtured by several key factors.

Two decades ago, Massachusetts universities and venture capitalists helped form

an enviable concentration of high technology firms that is now the largest in the world.

These two factors continue to inspire new entrepreneurs to test their technological

mettle in Massachusetts. Today, this state's quality of life is assured by companies like

Prime Computer who must literally create an environment that will attract skilled,

sophisticated people in a competitive industry. People are the key to our success, and

we'll continue to help forge a total environment that will attract them to Prime, and

make Massachusetts a great place in which to live and work."
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Polaroid Corporation

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Mr. William McCune, Jr., President

"Ours is a high technology business with interaction between research, engineering

and manufacturing. Usually new products are first produced in our facilities in

Massachusetts.

If we were making products such as paper or iron and steel there are other parts

of the world closer to the needed raw materials that would be advantageous locations.

But we are a high technology company. We find the environment here attractive and
most of the people who come here find it attractive as well. We are near a variety of

excellent educational institutions. Because of these educational institutions there is

a constant influx of young people who keep things stirred up. We don't have the

rigid, starchy environment one finds in many places. Ours keeps us alive; keeps us

re-evaluating our attitudes. This is invigorating and productive.

In addition, it is easy for those of us who want some extra training or education

to acquire it in the area. I was trained as an engineer. However, in the early 1950 s

I found that dealing with organic chemistry was difficult because it hadn't been part of

my education and I didn 't understand the language. So a fellow engineer and I

enrolled for organic chemistry atMIT where we could walk across the street to our

daily class and then back to work again."

DuReco Corporation

Boston, Massachusetts

Ms. B. J. Stoeckeler, President

It's people who are "Doers ", not "Talkers" . . . positive people with imagination,

personal integrity and good old "Yankee Ingenuity ", from scientists, craftsmen, engi-

neers, assembly-line workers, small business men, management, and the financial

community who want to help you make that "Crazy Concept ", the technical break-

through, become reality. It seems like everyone's been "Involved", directly or indi-

rectly with research and development or high technology oriented companies, and
they are all pulling for you to become the next "DEC" or "Polaroid" . . . because of the

critical nature of our product lines, the integrity of the workforce is vital to maintaining

the quality of those products . . .

Wang Laboratories, Inc.

Tewksbury, Massachusetts

Dr. An Wang, President

"Wang Laboratories is a major worldwide manufacturer of small computer and
word processing systems. I attribute much of our company's success to the skill and
industriousness ofour employees, most of whom live and work in Massachusetts.

Massachusetts offers a good environment in which Wang Laboratories can continue

to grow."



Joan Fabrics, Inc.

Lowell, Massachusetts

Mr. Lawrence Ansin, President

Communities like Fall River, New Bedford, Lowell and Lawrence are excellent com-
munities for business expansion and growth. There is an abundance of employable
help. Ourperformance in Lowell and Fall River has been excellent in regard to avail-

able labor. Our labor turnover on an annual basis is under4%, which we feel is very,

very good.

Property for growth or expansion is available at reasonable prices. In Lowell
we justpurchased an old industrial building for $1.50 per square foot and renovated
it for another $2.00 per square foot. If we had to build that same structure from
scratch, we would have to pay approximately $25.00 a square foot.

In 1954 we purchased a plant in Hickory, North Carolina because of the avail-

ability of labor, and what we thought at the time was cheaper labor. Today the wage
rate we pay in Hickory is comparable to the wage rate we pay in Massachusetts. The
availability of labor in Hickory is under 1% so that it is not only the rate you pay that

has no differential, but the availability of labor.

No places in the United States have a better laborpool available or such good
manufacturing real estate than the old Massachusetts industrial cities.

Massachusetts has a lot to offer textile and textile related industries.

Anthony's Pier Four

Boston, Massachusetts

Mr. Anthony Athanas, President

We are in an area which is very vital, very dynamic for my industry and no matter

how much talent one may have in developing one s business, it must be conducive to

the area. We are one of the largest restaurants in the world in the number of guests

that come here. Over three-quarters of a million people go through these doors every

year, and we are increasing all the time. We're not in a desert here. Our outstanding

universities, hospitals, industries and other renowned factors attest to Greater Boston 's

international repertoire. Having this kind of an atmosphere here is really what has

contributed tremendously to the growth of my business, and Boston 's restaurant

industry. Since Anthony's Pier Four was established in 1963, 1 think something like

fifteen or twenty other restaurants have grown up near us. I just love this area. My four

sons, who are in business with me, also love this area and would be most reluctant to

leave it— they range in age from 25 to 35.

Analog Devices, Inc.

Norwood, Massachusetts

Mr. Ray Stata, President

One of the greatest strengths Massachusetts has to offer to a high technology business

is the availability of industrious and talented human resources. Since we are one of the

world's leading producers of highly sophisticated electronic devices and systems used

in precision measurement and computerized control, the natural human resources

of Massachusetts are essential to our success. I know that we will continue to expand
our facilities in Massachusetts because of the proximity ofacademic and research

centers engaged in exploring the frontiers of medicine, industrial automation, naviga-

tion and avionics. Our company profits from being in this environment where the

"state-of-the-art'' is happening. We also are able to utilize technicians schooled and
skilled in the sophisticated software and hardware used in these technologies. We have

also witnessed Massachusetts taking steps to create a sounder base for economic

development. This helps us as it helps other related industries in the area. We are very

optimistic about ourfuture in Massachusetts and the electronic industry.



Strathmore Paper Co.

Westfield, Massachusetts

Mr. John Gallup, President

Massachusetts is an area in which the Strathmore Paper Company is comfortable

and well-known. Our roots here are deep, going back to ourfounding in 1892—
88 years ago.

The livability of our communities, the quality of our people, our proximity to

transportation facilities— all of the conventional yardsticks— are impressive.

And I am not looking through rose-colored glasses when I say Strathmore

regards itself as the beneficiary of a relatively favorable tax base . . . the combination

of state taxes and local property taxes. It is true that these taxes have gone up, but

they have not gone up in proportion to our growth; that is, as a percentage of our

total sales, taxes have remained no higher . . . they are perhaps a little lower.

Because our taxes in relation to our growth have been relatively static, we have

been able to invest more heavily in the region than we would have otherwise. At our
Westfield plant, for example, we have in the past five years invested $5 million in plant

improvement and equipment.

Our plans presently call for expansion here to cater to an expanding market.

We have, as I mentioned, all of the advantages that we need to capitalize on that

opportunity.

Balfour Co.

Attleboro, Massachusetts

Mr. James Cook, President

There are obviously long-rooted traditions of the importance of education here, and
I think teachers, administrators and parents take education seriously. Not that they

don 't in other places in the country, but I think that it is just a little extra seriously here.

I found for example in the South, while our real estate taxes were a lot less, we ended
up putting our three children in a private church school, so the cost of it was equal to

what I was paying in Massachusetts property taxes, except it wasn 't deductible on
my federal tax return. In Pennsylvania, there was an income tax in the borough and in

the county to pay for schools. And there are other kinds of taxes on a different basis.

The variety in mountain and shore within a short drive, the feeling of the heritage,

I guess, the history, a sense of continuum the past to the future that's in this area is

exciting. It's an ambiance, I guess, that we missed in other parts of the country and
were very glad to come back. It's little things, for example, when we came back after

being away for ten years just to see stone walls makes you feel good. I think the

excitement ofNew England, its diversity, the willingness to be in the forefront of

things, culturally as well as from a recreational point of view, creates a very stimulating

lifestyle.

Compugraphic Corporation

Wilmington, Massachusetts

Mr. Carl Dantas, President

Compugraphic is the world leader in the development and manufacture ofphoto-

typesetting systems and accessories for the Publishing and Graphic Arts Markets.

Over the past 10 years, our sales have grown from $3.6 million to over $181 million.

This dynamic growth can be attributed to the talented and enterprising individuals

whom we employ and who are available in Massachusetts.

The State has begun to show a positive and responsible attitude toward the busi-

ness community. Also, the State is beginning to develop programs to achieve greater

fiscal responsibility. A continuation of these positive changes will result in a better

business environment which, in turn, will lead to the creation of more jobs for the

people ofMassachusetts.
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The preceding interviews show that certain

types of companies do exceptionally well in

Massachusetts. Actual growth figures con-

firm that contention. There is a standard

industrial classification (S.I.C.) system which

groups companies together into sectors

according to the type of business they are

engaged in. By using this system we can

look at growth statistics for whole sectors

rather than individual companies. The graph
shows some specific sectors in Massachu-

setts that continue to grow rapidly year after

year. These are not small industries. The
five manufacturing sectors shown account

for 10% of all manufacturing jobs in Massa-

chusetts.

For example, the sector of Elec-

tronic Computing Equipment, which

includes such major companies as Digital

Equipment Corp., Analog Devices, Data

General, Honeywell, Inforex, Prime Com-
puter, Inc., Raytheon Corp., Teledyne, and
Wang, had an average annual employment
growth rate of about 13 percent. The sector

of Measuring and Controlling Instruments,

which has such companies as General

Electric, General Radio, Foxboro, and Itek,

grew an average of almost 17 percent each
year over this period. Optical Instruments

and Lenses, comprising such companies as

Galileo Electro, Instrumentation Lab, and
Kollmorgen, has had a phenomenal 33

percent average annual employment growth,

with almost six times as many employees in

1978 as in 1971.

These sectors were selected for their out-

standing records to show that certain types

of companies have a definite advantage in

Massachusetts, but they also demonstrate

another fact that we wish to emphasize. In

Massachusetts, high growth companies
generally are the high technology ones.

They are the industries that produce high

value products and require a dispropor-

tionate amount of research, engineering,

and highly skilled labor.

Minicomputers
Within the $20 billion computer industry one of the

fastest growing areas is minicomputers. Like many
other new ideas in advanced technology, this one
was conceived in a university laboratory and de-

veloped into a major industry, all in Massachusetts.

The idea began with Kenneth H. Olsen, an engineer

who left MIT in 1958 to form Digital Equipment
Corporation, which, as it became one of the 200

largest companies in the country, dramatically ex-

panded the way computers are used. DEC is the

largest of the minicomputer makers with an annual
growth rate of 40 percent. Revenues of $188 million

in 1972 climbed to $1.3 billion in 1978. In addition

to DEC, other leading minicomputer makers— Data
General, Wang, Honeywell, Prime Computer, and
Analog Devices— are also located in Massachusetts.

Data General, which began as a spin-off from DEC,
is now the second largest company in the minicom-

puter industry, with estimated 1979 revenues of $500
million. There are, of course, many factors respon-

sible for the phenomenal growth of the minicomputer
industry, and we don't claim that the Massachusetts

location was the most important one. But the idea

and technical knowledge came from a Massachusetts
university.

The venture capital that got DEC started

came from the Boston firm of American Research

and Development Corporation, which has helped

finance many high technology ventures. And the

management skills came from Massachusetts. Re
sources like these can't hurt you.

The reasons for the definite edge that many compan-
ies find in Massachusetts are examined in later sec-

tions, but the first to come up in many discussions is

that tradition of innovation and achievement so

famous in Massachusetts' history.



Our HistoryLiveslbday

The historical accomplishments of Massachusetts

are impressive by any measure, but their real impor-

tance lies in the fact that they are a coherent body of

precedents that created the present and influence the

future. Thus, to talk of the past and enumerate former

achievements is much more than an exercise in pride

and self- flattery. It tells us how we reached today,

and what direction is tomorrow. From a very long list

of things that happened first in Massachusetts we
have chosen to mention here those still prominent

today, for we feel that they best reflect the continuity

and the flow of that tradition.

Education
The name Massachusetts is synonymous with ex-

cellence in education. We have contrasts from old to

new. And the strength of the system, both public and
private, goes back three centuries to the educational

leadership of the Puritan settlement. Boston Latin

School, the first public school in America, was estab-

lished here in 1635, and is still one of Boston's out-

standing high schools. Massachusetts had the first tax-

supported school system with a 1647 law requiring all

towns having more than 50 families to hire and pay
teachers of reading and writing. It also had the first

board of education, and the first compulsory school

attendance law. Local control of school systems is still

an important feature of public education in Massa-

chusetts. Massachusetts introduced the first training

school for teachers, the first state school for the re-

tarded, and the Perkins School, which was the coun-

try's first, and is still an outstanding school for the

blind. Harvard was the nation's first college in 1636,

and remained the only one for 57 years. Today there

are over 120 institutions of higher learning in Massa-

chusetts, including some of the most prestigious in

the world.



Literature
Along with the tradition of education in Massachusetts

is the tradition of literature. Books on American

history began with William Bradford's History of

Plimoth Plantation in 1681, and continued through

the writings of John Adams, William Prescott, George

Bancroft, and on into this century with Samuel Elliot

Morrison, Archibald McLeish, Arthur M. Schlesinger,

Jr., and William H. White. Noah Webster's dictionary

and the first American novel were published in

Massachusetts. Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, and

Melville were all Massachusetts writers, as were the

Pulitzer prize winners Oscar Handlin, Henry Adams,
Henry James, John Marquand, and Robert Frost.

The first printing press in America was in Cambridge

in 1639, and the first three newspapers were all

published in Boston, although the first, Publick

Occurrences, was suppressed after four days by the

British. With this tradition then, it was no accident that

the City of Boston was the first to establish an

entirely tax-supported public library in the

mid-nineteenth century.



Government
The roots of American democratic institutions are

found in the Mayflower Compact and the town meet-

ing form of government which began in Massachusetts.

The Massachusetts State Constitution, ratified in

1780, is the oldest state constitution still in force, and
along with others served as the model for the Federal

Constitution of 1789. Throughout the nineteenth

century Massachusetts state government was a pio-

neer in the adoption of laws and in the creation of

agencies to deal with the needs of an emerging indus-

trial society. Massachusetts established the first

Railroad Commission, the first Board of Health, the

first Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the first minimum
wage bill. Massachusetts was also one of the first to

adopt laws providing for social services such as the

first Department of Mental Health, and registration

systems for medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy, as well

as food and drug inspection, insurance and banking

regulation, and arbitration mechanisms in labor

disputes. Massachusetts continues this tradition today

by pioneering in such areas as environmental protec-

tion and no- fault automobile insurance.

Industry
Massachusetts' place in the forefront of technical

leadership and industrial innovation has been firmly

established by a long list of firsts. Its continuing vitality

has been documented throughout this publication.

These developments and inventions generated many
businesses and companies that are still alive and

thriving today; businesses that are actively creating the

contemporary atmosphere that will make possible

tomorrow's technology.

For example, the U.S.S. Constitution — Old Ironsides

—was built in Boston in 1794. Since then, advances in

shipbuilding have poured out of Massachusetts yards.

In the mid- 1800' s the fastest and most beautiful

sailing ships of all time were being built in East Boston

by Donald McKay. His most famous clipper, the

Hying Cloud, set a sailing time between Boston and

San Francisco that has never been equaled. During

World War II, General Dynamics built 227 warships at

the Fore River Shipyard in Quincy. After the war, the

S.S. Constitution, the S.S. Independence, and the

first U.S. nuclear powered missile cruiser have come
off the ways at Quincy. Currently, the shipyard is

building liquid natural gas tankers, probably the most

technologically advanced ships in the world.

A metal fabricating industry that continues today, was

started in 1643 with the establishment of the first



ironworks at Saugus. In 1888, Charles Morgan built

the first machinery for a continuous steel rolling mill,

and started a company that is still a major factor in the

field today. The Norton Company, one of the

largest companies in the world in the field of

abrasives, was established in 1885 as the Norton

Emery Wheel Co., and has been a leader in grinding

wheels and abrasives ever since. Worcester also

saw the first American telegraph wire, the first

insulated electrical wire, the first piano wire, and

is still a major center in the field of wire production.

The Morse Twist Drill Company is still doing a

large business one hundred and fourteen years after

Stephen Morse patented the first twist drill bit in

New England.

The American textile industry was literally bom
and raised in Massachusetts in the great mills of

Lowell, Lawrence, and nearby towns. Developments

contributing to this growth continued through a great

number of firsts in the development of textile machin-

ery, but also expanded into the clothing industry with

Elias Howe's sewing machine. While the textile

industry has diminished, the clothing industry is still

flourishing in Massachusetts and accounts for a

large employment.

These industries are but a small sample of the many
that started in Massachusetts and are still operating

today. In a little less detail here are a few more typical

examples of pioneering Massachusetts companies.

The first newsprint manufactured in this country from

wood pulp was made in 1867 by what is now the

Jones Division of the Beloit Corporation. In 1903,

King Gillette invented the first safety razor, and the

Gillette Company today is one of the principal manu-
facturing establishments in Boston. The American

eyeglass industry was founded in 1833 by William

Beecher in Southbridge, Massachusetts. The com-
pany is now the American Optical Company in

Massachusetts and is one of the leaders in the field.

Charles Goodyear discovered the process of vul-

canizing rubber in Massachusetts in 1839, and
Massachusetts is still a major factor in the rubber

goods industry, particularly in footwear and rainwear.

Boston was the site of Alexander Graham Bell's great

invention. The first electrical power transformer was
invented in Great Barrington, Massachusetts by

William Stanley, and the company he founded is now
part of General Electric of Pittsfield and part of

General Electric' s wide manufacturing interests.

The list could go on and on, but one fact stands out:

the same type of things that happened one hundred,

two hundred, and three hundred years ago in

Massachusetts are still happening today. The spirit

and tradition of innovation that started and main-

tained whole industries over the years is still present in

Massachusetts and promises the same continuity

into the future.
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This section addresses the economic facts of life.

There are some questions that must be asked, and
answered, because they affect everyone — individ-

uals, families, and businesses. The subjects of taxes,

transportation, fuel costs, labor, and financial re-

sources are dealt with candidly and without apology.

We are very proud of some of the answers; others

we are working to change.

Energy
Energy costs are high in Massachusetts and have

risen sharply. On average, they are 26% higher than

the national average. The reason is largely the high

dependence ofNew England on imported fuel oil.

Eighty percent of the region's energy is fuel oil and 80
percent of our electricity is generated by fuel oil, so

the oil price crunch has hit us harder than most. The
relative importance of energy usage in your business

will determine how you view this fact. Although the

cost of energy affects everyone, it is particularly critical

to those sectors where fuel or power is a significant

part of the production budget. In a situation of rising

energy costs, industries that tend to be low energy

users have a distinct advantage over high energy users.

The chart shows that the industries with the highest

total employment in Massachusetts tend to consume
less energy per dollar of output than industries with

lower total employment. Moreover, the high growth

sectors of the Massachusetts economy are the high

technology industries, which also tend to be low energy

users. In consequence, manufacturing industries in

the rest of the United States, on average, use more
than twice as much energy for a dollar of output as

does manufacturing in New England. Thus, as energy

costs rise and as the region's heavy dependence on
fuel oil gradually decreases, Massachusetts industries

overall are likely to be relatively less affected by energy

costs in the future than other parts of the country.
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The high cost of all forms of energy is something

with which we have become too familiar. Extracting

energy from sunlight has the potential for being a

lower cost solution because there is no costly fuel

consumption. One way to generate solar power is

with photovoltaic cells. These cells convert the

energy of sunlight directly into electricity without

heating water or other intermediate steps. However,

the cost of producing these cells is, at present, too

high to compete with conventional energy sources.

To develop the technology that will reduce this cost

difference drastically, Mobil Oil Corporation and
Tyco Laboratories of Massachusetts formed Mobil

Tyco Solar Energy Corporation in 1974.

The basic process Mobil Tyco is developing involves

producing a pure crystal of silicon in the form of a

very thin ribbon up to 4 inches wide and hundreds

of feet long. Mobil Tyco's goal is, through this tech-

nology, to reduce the cost of photovoltaic cells to

$.50 per watt by 1986. This compares with a cost of

$100 per wart 3-4 years ago and $15-30 per watt for

cells produced by conventional means today.

Mobil Tyco plans to produce not only the basic cells,

but also complete powered systems. One example is a

system for pumping water for irrigation. The company
expects to open an additional facility in Massachusetts

in 1980, and to continue to increase its work force.

This continued commitment to Massachusetts says

Dr. K. V. Ravi, General Manager, makes good sense

because of the unique concentration in Massachusetts

of scientific and technical personnel upon which the

company depends heavily for its growth.
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Massachusetts is very fortunate in having a well

balanced, quality transportation network that makes
it easy to move people and products. Although we
are geographically one of the smallest states in the

nation, we have proportionally more interstate high-

way than any other state. Our road system contains

over 33,000 miles of paved and surfaced roadway,

giving us more roads per square mile than any of the

eleven states, except New Jersey. In mass transit

Boston, which had the nation's first subway system

in 1897, was ranked the best of all major urban sys-

tems in 1976 by a New York based research organiza-

tion, the Council on Municipal Performance. This

study, the only comprehensive one of its kind, ex-

amined 28 major American urban transportation

systems for overall performance, as well as several

economic and service factors.

There are 141 public and private airports in the state

(a higher density than all but New Jersey), and a pilot

is never more than 17 miles from a paved, lighted

runway. Logan Airport is unique among all major

airports in the world in terms of its accessibility to the

central business district. Downtown Boston is 10

minutes from Logan and the whole Metropolitan area

of some two and a half million people is within 40
minutes of the airplane loading ramps. The easy ac-

cessibility to airports is one of the reasons that Massa-

chusetts ranks eighth in domestic boardings and third

in international boardings. Logan Airport is one of the

major transportation entities administered by the

Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport).

Mr. Richard C. Hebert Jr., Manager
Armco Steel Corporation

Palmer, Massachusetts

In Massachusetts we happen to be

centrally located for our business. All of ourproduct

is trucked. We maintain our own fleet of trucks. Here
in Palmer we are centrally located off the Massachu-

setts Turnpike. We are right in an excellent location,

with access to all the major highways and all the major

thruways in this area. This has also contributed to the

fact that we closed our plants in White River Junction,

Vermont and Portland, Maine. It was so easy for us

to distribute from this plant in Palmer that the opera-

tions in White River Junction and Portland have now
been moved into this plant. It is so easy to get to our

markets from here.

Mr. James J. Shea Jr.. President

Milton Bradley, Inc.

East Longmeadow, Massachusetts

We had an opportunity when we
built the new plant in East Longmeadow to locate in

virtually any part of the country we wanted. But we
elected to stay in the state ofMassachusetts. We have

enjoyed a 117-year history in Massachusetts, specif-

ically in the Springfield area. The positive reasons for

remaining here include a good laborforce, excellent

professional skills, the availability of raw materials.

Within roughly a three-hundred to four-hundred

mile radius we cover about one-third ofour

commercial market.
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Massport

Massachusetts has always been one of the great

trading centers of the nation and the Port of Boston

has figured in many political and economic events

down through the years. British restrictions on colonial

trade resulted in a harbor full of tea in 1773. After the

Revolutionary War, foreign commerce increased

dramatically and shipbuilding became an important

industry. We have already mentioned the magnifi-

cient clipper ships, such as the Flying Cloud, that

were being built in Boston in the mid 1800' s. The
Port of Boston flourished as a trade and shipbuilding

center through World War II, but then went into a

severe decline. In the late 1950's this neglect was
reversed with the creation of an independent public

authority called Massport. In 20 years of operation,

Massport has invested almost half a billion dollars in

major capital improvements at Logan Airport and the

Port of Boston. Some of the more significant new
facilities that have been financed through Massport'

s

bonding authority are:

—Deepwater unloading facilities. Boston, one of

only two East Coast ports north of Florida that can

accommodate 40- foot draft vessels. Shown here

is the U.S.S. Ponderosa with 30,000,000 board

feet of lumber.

— Container facility. These modem, high speed

cranes and computerized inventory control systems

are part of a highly flexible, fast, and efficient con-

tainer cargo handling operation. With berthing space

for the largest container ships afloat, the terminal can

load and unload a minimum of 60 containers per

hour and store up to 4,000 containers at any one time.

—Pier facilities. Among the six major installations are

a commercial fish pier, lumber handling and storage

facilities, a million cubic foot dockside freezer, and a

U.S. Department of Agriculture meat inspection

facility.

—Passengerfacility. A renovated passenger facility

has increased the convenience and personal comfort

of travelers and has made Boston the fifth largest

passenger ship port in the United States.

Logan Airport has also undergone extensive moderni-

zation to increase the security and speed of both

freight and passenger service. Major runway exten-

sions provide greater safety and less noise. A new
International Terminal serves 10 foreign airlines, with

gate space for up to 13 aircraft at the same time.

Among the several new domestic terminals is the $50
million South Terminal, with space for 29 planes. The

terminal also includes a modem traffic circulation

system and 2,700 parking places.

1« 5
/
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Although we have often been called the "end of the

line" for some domestic shipments, we are the "be-

ginning of the line" for foreign shipments. Logan is

one hour closer to Europe, and air- freight charges

average 5 percent cheaper, than any other major

airport in the United States. The Port of Boston is one
day closer to Europe than any other port on the Eastern

Seaboard. Over 30 steamship lines regularly visit the

Port of Boston and make direct deliveries to more
than 150 foreign ports of call in 50 countries. Since

1971, containerized freight through Boston has about

doubled. Partly as a result of this, the Port of Boston is

now one of the fastest growing ports on the East Coast.

Massport is a major asset for business and, because

of certain special things that the port does, there are

opportunities here that never existed before. For

example, special chartering arrangements to land 7 to

8 million board feet of West Coast lumber in Boston

at significant savings is possible only because of the

harbor's 40- foot draft capability.

Private investment has also added to Massport's

capacity. For example, Caribou Fisheries, Ltd. is

planning a 20,000 square foot addition to its existing

cold storage food facility. The addition, costing several

million dollars, will double Caribou's employment to

300 with provisions for future expansion. This facility

is one part of Massport's program to redevelop surplus

waterfront industrial land in Boston Harbor.

Foreign Trade Zones
Early in 1977 the United States Foreign Trade Zone
Board gave final approval to the creation of two new
Foreign Trade Zones in Boston and New Bedford —
the first such zones in New England. A Foreign Trade

Zone offers importers and manufacturers many op-

portunities to minimize import duties, time their sales

to take advantage of market prices, and process im-

ported goods in the most advantageous manner.

The Boston Foreign Trade Zone is located within the

Boston Marine Industrial Park on a waterfront area

recycled from abandoned naval facilities. The Trade

Zone includes 360,000 square feet of rehabilitated

industrial space located on 5.1 acres of land. Because

the Trade Zone is within this unique Industrial Park,

it offers its tenants all the facilities of the Park. These
include direct rail connections, access to docks with

30-40 foot draft capacity, a 1200 foot dry dock— one
of the largest on the east coast, and a job training

center that has provided many trained workers for

waterfront related jobs.

The Industrial Park currently has fourteen tenants

with 1200 jobs. It occupies 102 waterfront acres and
offers 1.5 million square feet of rehabilitated industrial

buildings for lease. About half the available space is

already under lease.



The New Bedford Foreign Trade Zone is located ad-

jacent to the New Bedford Municipal Airport within

the Air Industrial Park. It consists of 22 acres with an

additional 30 acres for future expansion. The target

operational date for the Zone is Spring 1980 with a

new 200,000 square foot facility planned. The Zone
has convenient access to Conrail service, interstate

highways, and New Bedford's historic deep water

seaport served by ocean shipping.
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Intercontinental Forwarders, Incorporated

Intercontinental Forwarders was established at Boston's Logan Airport 17 years ago, and has since grown to be

one of the ten largest international air freight forwarders in the United States. Initially, Intercontinental grew by pro-

viding a needed service to the rapidly growing, export oriented, high technology companies in the area. More
recently, with Boston as its base, Intercontinental has expanded to nine more major cities nationwide. John Ford,

Executive Vice President of Intercontinental, explains the company's success this way. "The high technology

industries we have here lend themselves to international trade, so there has been a growing recognition in

Massachusetts that is related to the efforts of these companies. Intercontinental has been a catalyst in this process.

Our strategic location makes it possible to guarantee overnight shipment to European ports to any shipper within

four hours trucking distance of Boston." From his broad perspective on many other American and foreign cities,

Ford identifies the other advantages of Logan Airport: "The close proximity among the air terminal buildings, the

good highway access to Logan, and the rampside offloading of cargo aircraft make Logan air freight facilities some
of the most secure and convenient of those found anywhere. This also helps make Logan especially attractive to

foreign exporters shipping to this country when their goods require transfer to domestic airlines."

The speed and accessibility of Logan for air freight is shown in these time lapse photos of the unloading and
reloading, within one hour, of all the cargo in a 747 cargo airplane.
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Taxes

Massachusetts has taxes, and, as in any

state, they are an important cost of living and
doing business. Comparison of tax rates

among states is very difficult because of

widely differing tax structures and various

credit, incentive, and abatement plans.

Likewise, it is very difficult to compare the

quality of public services rendered by states

for those taxes. However, there is one rela-

tionship that is clear, and one that we have
shown in the accompanying charts. States

that tend to collect more taxes also tend to

provide their residents with more services.

The comparison of the total tax revenues

from all sources per person, per year,

changes from year to year and, while it is

generally among the top five, Massachu-

setts is also always near the top in per

capita expenditures. Government services

and social programs cost money, and in

states which collect more taxes you can

expect more services. Massachusetts has

a long-standing reputation as a leader in

social legislation and a great many "firsts"

in Massachusetts have served as models for

other state and Federal laws.

But, along with responsible social legisla-

tion, a state must be responsive to the needs

of the taxpayer. The Massachusetts legisla-

ture is aware of this and in recent years has

passed a series of tax changes to provide

incentives for business growth.
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Development Tax Incentives
Private investment to reconstruct the down-
towns of older cities is becoming a more
popular idea. And state or municipal devel-

opment tax incentives are becoming more
accepted as a way of bringing this about.

Massachusetts has been a leader in this

effort. One of the first and surely one of the

most successful efforts to recycle older down-
town areas is Faneuil Hall Market in the

heart of old Boston.

Built originally in 1740, Faneuil Hall

acquired three new neighbors in 1826,

known as the Quincy Market. By the 1960's

these buildings were in disrepair and little

used. They were acquired by the city and
restored to basic structural soundness. And
then a private developer, The Rouse
Company, stepped in. In the words of the

president, Mathias J. DeVito, "In 1973, The
Rouse Company came to Boston to begin

work on a redevelopment project with little

precedent in the nation. A brilliant design to

revitalize these 150 year old structures was
produced by Cambridge architect, Benjamin
Thompson, and five years later, the project

was complete. The lively, festival happening
that is The Marketplace has drawn visitors

from around the world and demonstrated

to millions the new spirit of Boston.

The redevelopment

of Faneuil Hall Market-

place involved close

working relationships

JH with the City ofBoston
/
)^^^ and various agencies of

^ government, as well as

with the banking and
business community. Its

H^B success is testimony to

those relationships and to the climate which

has been created here.

Faneuil Hall Marketplace today is an

important symbol to cities all over the world

that retail and commercial redevelopment

can work, that it can focus new interest on

the old city core, that it can renew life at the

heart of downtown. It is a testimony to all

the people of Boston, ofMassachusetts and

ofNew England who are its primary cus-

tomers and merchants."

The Marketplace is an unprecedented com-

mercial as well as artistic success. An esti-

mated 15 million shoppers and visitors will

enjoy the ambiance in 1979, spending over

$60 million in the hundreds of shops.
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While The Rouse Company was not the immediate

beneficiary of development tax incentives, since its

taxes are directly tied to the level of sales and rents of

the Marketplace's occupants, a great many other new
buildings have been erected under the provisions of

the current Massachusetts development tax incentive

legislation — known as Chapter 121 A. At latest count,

in Boston alone, about 100 projects have qualified

under 121 A, with a total value of about $1 billion.

Some of the largest structures are pictured below. In

addition, over 13,000 units of Boston housing have
been built under this provision. Statistics for Chapter

121 A projects in other urban areas around the state

are similarly impressive.

The tax incentives under 121 A are available to

encourage the investment of private capital in blighted

or substandard areas. Low and moderate income
housing, historic rehabilitation and commercial de-

velopments have been undertaken under these pro-

visions. In many cases these projects would not have
been financially attractive without the long term tax

reductions available under Chapter 121 A.

—Prudential Center Office Bui/ding/shopping com-
plex, hotel and mall, which transformed an old rail-

road yard into the center of a vital new commercial

and office center.

$190,000,000

— One Beacon Street. A major office building located

adjacent to historic sites and the Government Center

complex, which called for sensitive design and siting.

$55,000,000

-Stone and Webster Engineering Company building.

The tax abatement which led to the construction of

this facility, in an area undergoing total revitalization

as an extension of the office/financial district and as a

new transportation center, was a key inducement in

keeping this major employer in Boston.

$35,000,000

—Jordan Marsh — demolition and reconstruction of a

large portion of Boston's biggest department store,

also part of a major, internationally financed hotel/

office/commercial redevelopment in the heart of the

shopping district.

$30,000,000
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Labor Force
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Another important factor in doing business is the

quality and availability of a labor force. The charts in

this section relate to that labor force in Massachusetts,

and while the comparisons shown are only a few of

the great many that can be made, they give a good

overall picture of a mature and stable work force.

In general, Massachusetts workers are well educated.

In the first chart we compared the educational levels

of different occupations across the eleven states, and

then combined the rankings to give an overall weighted

score. Massachusetts was second.

Work stoppages because of strikes and union

problems are relatively low in Massachusetts, espe-

cially when compared with other industrial areas. The

reason seems to be, in great part, because of the good

labor management relations that are found here. The

Bureau of Labor Statistics' figures show Massachu-

setts to have the lowest figures of any of the older

industrial states.

Wages and salaries in the Boston area are lower than

in many comparable urban areas. The table shows the

average earnings and relative wages for eight diverse

occupations in nine metropolitan areas. Boston is the

next lowest, overall, and considerably lower than the

highest. For example, machinists that average $9.01

per hour in Detroit average $6.68 per hour in Boston.
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Greater Boston Labor Council, AFL-CIO
Mr. Lawrence Sullivan, Executive Secretary

Labor-management relations are pretty good in Massachusetts. The reason for that is that the

relationship between labor and management is more intimate— a little more empathy. One of

the things that we don't have is outside absentee management, with a decision-making ap-

paratus far removed from where the effect of those decisions occur. In Massachusetts we have a

lot of companies where the management lives here and they are concerned with the state and
all the people. They have a closer relationship with the state rather than reacting to missives

from some far away board room. ! think that Massachusetts may be unique here, and has a

certain strength in its small businesses. It produces a certain stability.

It is a frustrating thing for me, for any human being, to be subjected to capricious decisions

on which we have no effect but which affect our well-being and our families. So the situation in

Massachusetts labor/management relations the last 20-35 years has been fairly decent.

Input Output Computer Services, Inc.

Waltham, Massachusetts

Mr. Thomas A. Farrington, President

We have found Massachusetts to be a good place to start and develop a business engaged

in high technology areas. This is primarily due to the quality of computer and engineering

professionals within the State. Their education and experience is well suited for our type of

company. Also, we find the laborforce to have a kind of unique attitude necessary to transform

a small and pioneering company into a position of leadership within its industry.

IOCS plans to continue on its growth within Massachusetts.

Western Electric Co., Merrimac Division

No. Andover, Massachusetts

Mr. C. W. DeBell, General Manager

There is a difference in factory workers in this area just because for generations they have

been working in factories. It's a life style you might say. I think that is one reason why our turn-

over rate here is not as high as in some of our other locations. The people seem to be more
congenial and enjoy the work in an industrial plant. We have noticed a lot ofpeople who have
grown up in New England and have a good education, particularly in engineering, are more
inclined to stay in New England. When we have requirements for particularly highly-trained

people, we recruit heavily in this area. Around Boston there is an attraction for better-educated,

professional people. There is the opportunity for professional people to improve themselves

with advanced degrees. The schools make it easier with evening classes and summer sessions,

better than in many areas of the country. Eighty-seven percent of our technical professional

group have degrees, and I'm surprised at the number of Master's degrees we have on the

technical staff— more than 30 percent.

Foxboro Company
Foxboro, Massachusetts

Mr. Earle Pitt, President

"We have been pleased with the people we've been able to hire in Massachusetts. In fact,

I don't think you could find a richer concentration of skilled people. We have some unskilled

jobs at Foxboro, of course, butmostiy we look for people to run machinery
, people who can

lead a second or third shift assembly team; people who can calibrate precision instruments or

build complex systems. The availability of this level of skilled people has certainly been a plus

for Foxboro. And there are reasons for this. You know, the industrial revolution began in the

northeastern part of the United States, while most of the rest of the country was still essentially

rural. So you have a long background of craftsmanship in people— theirfathers and grand-

fathers were skilled before them. Yes, I would say that people are the Bay State's single greatest

industrial strength."
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Workman's Compensation
and Unemployment Insurance

PERCENT $ MILLIONS

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION PREMIUM RATES

OCCUPATION CA CO GA IL MA m\ NJ NY NC PA TX

BOOT/SHOE
MANUFACTURERS

339 1 27 1 99 1 04 3.31 3 22 2 66 79 2.00 329

BOTTLING 6 88 3.36 3.79 3 74 793 7 13 7.61 1.81 6.55 6.15

CAN
MANUFACTURING

3.74 2.80 324 3 19 6.12 441 6 50 123 6 60 3.19

CANVAS GOODS
MANUFACTURING 7.73 2.65 276 3.52 5.33 348 4.73 1.71 3.15 5.62

CLAY/BRICK
MANUFACTURING

NA 601 6 18 8.55 9.65 NA 10.38 243 13.75 6.78

CLERICAL OFFICE
EMPLOYEES

.17 .20 14 .21 32 36 36 10 21 .24

CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION 1 8.33 6.21 8 50 9.27 1237 8 32 922 539 7.10 9.30

COPPER GOODS
MANUFACTURING NA 2 74 1 12 3 65 4.08 2.51 2.83 1.73 5 60 3.61

DENTAL
LABS 1.10 .61 .76 .67 1.36 .89 .34 1.45 .96

ELECTRONICAL
WIRING 4.38 3.18 2 73 3 32 3.20 3.43 2.35 250 4.29

JEWERLY
MANUFACTURING 1.80 1.06 1.12 1.28 1.42 1.27 .80 1.30 1.20

MASONRY 8.95 5.57 396 6 24 7.73 8 78 8.03 2 30 5.25 5.92

OPTICAL GOODS
MANUFACTURINGa .67 73 88 122 1 45 1.46 1.55 .43 1.45 1 42

PAPER
MANUFACTURING 6.41 3.82 4 09 583 5.21 7 70 724 9 12 1 84 3.30 1.90

PLASTICS NA 2.83 3.62 5 43 5.44 4.12 6 18 200 4.35 671

TRUCK DRIVERS 6 10 502 601 5.85 H 7.91 9.93 271 7.55 6.95

Nationwide, unemployment insurance taxes have
become a major cost of doing business, and Massa-
chusetts is above the average of many states. The
total unemployment taxes paid by businesses in

Massachusetts in 1978 amounted to $375 million. By
way of comparison, the state's total corporate income
taxes collected for the same period was $397.2 million.

Thus, the cost of maintaining the unemployment
insurance system has become a large expense item

for industry. The amount of unemployment insurance

taxes which businesses pay is basically the result of

both the number of people out of work and the level

of benefits paid to the jobless worker. Higher bene-
fits require higher contributions to support those

payments.

These are the facts and, while we are not trying to

make them look better than they are, we would like to

tell you what we are doing about them. The first effort

is the creation of more jobs by encouraging industrial

development and improving the business climate.

In the last two years legislation has been enacted

which insures that unemployment benefits recipients

are not also recipients under other public wage bene-

fit laws like welfare assistance; which rewards com-
panies with better employment records and penalizes

those with poorer ones; which raises the wage stan-

dards for eligibility for receiving unemployment bene-

fits; and which tightens administrative procedures.

In the long run, of course, the best way to keep un-

employment insurance costs down is to keep the

unemployment rate down, as Massachusetts has done
in the last two years.

Workman's compensation insurance is a smaller but
often irritating payroll cost for the nation's employers,

and Massachusetts has often been reproved for hav-

ing high premiums. In the table comparing premium
rates for a representative sample of various trades

across eleven states, one can quickly see that, while

Massachusetts' rates are not the lowest, they are cer-

tainly not the highest. While premium rates have been
increasing in all states, they have increased relatively

less in Massachusetts. In 1976, Massachusetts had the

highest premium rate in four of the trades shown on
the chart. In 1978, our rate was not the highest in any
of those trades.



Financial Resources

Massachusetts has always been known as a financial

center and, as with so many other pursuits, this repu-

tation comes not from sheer size, but rather from the

quality of financial management and knowledge in

several key areas. The mutual fund, for example,

began in Boston over 50 years ago and, as can be seen

from the chart, more mutual fund assets are managed
here than anywhere else in the United States.

Mutual funds are usually thought of as a fairly safe

kind of investment, so it may be surprising that

Massachusetts also is one of the three principal cen-

ters for venture capital financing in the country.

Although New York and California lead in the actual

number of venture capital companies as listed in the

chart, both states are several times the size of Massa-

chusetts. Among venture capitalists, the financing of

new high technology enterprises is a very special skill,

and this too was pioneered in Massachusetts.

American Research and Development Corporation

was founded in 1946 as one of the first, and ultimately

the largest, venture capital firm in the high technology

area. Until the passage of the Small Business Invest-

ment Corporation Act of 1958 banks were prohibited

from investing their own funds in these enterprises.

Nevertheless, prior to 1958 the First National Bank of

Boston was a prime mover in bringing together money
and new technological ideas. William Raye, former

Senior Vice President at the FNB, became the one to

see if you needed money to finance a new high

technology venture. As Raye puts it:

"It seemed a natural thing for the bank to do at the

time. We were the largest bank in Boston by far, and
so we inevitably played a leading role in the com-

munity. We knew the people at Lincoln Lab and at

MIT, and we seemed to be able to understand them
and speak their language."

After passage of the SBIC Act, the First immediately

applied for a charter to form First Capital Corporation

of Boston, a wholly owned subsidiary, which was the

first of its kind in New England, and only the fourth in

the United States. The portfolio now includes over 60
companies and investments of over $10 million book

value, mostly in New England. Thus, the First con-

tinues to be one of the "premier venture capital

groups" in the country, and the knowledge
and skill in how to invest capital still remain a

Massachusetts commodity.
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The Professional Environment

Boston is a city of professionals. It has one of the

world's greatest concentrations of outstanding minds
and talented people. In fields ranging from accounting

to zoology, Boston affords more opportunities than

other cities of comparable size for that exciting inter-

action among peers, that exchange of ideas, and that

mutual influence that is so critical to professional

growth. The immediate availability of large numbers
of a wide range of professional talent provides bene-

fits to the individual that are only outweighed by the

benefits to the community as a whole.

There is no way we could count all of the professionals

in Boston, or even list their fields, but we have taken

a cross-section and made comparisons with eleven

cities. In the table shown here, we are comparing

actual numbers, so have not included Los Angeles,

Chicago, or New York, but rather selected cities of

relatively the same size. In data processing service

firms, Boston is ahead of everyone with 330. Only
Philadelphia has significantly more certified public

accountant firms than Boston. There are more con-

sultant engineers and management consultants than

in any city except San Francisco-Oakland. Only

Dallas-Fort Worth has more insurance company home
offices. These numbers may help indicate the size and

variety of our professional pool, but the effect of this

pool on the psychological environment cannot be

measured; it can only be felt.

In July 1976, The Journal of the American Institute of

Architects published the results of a survey they had

taken on the "proudest achievements of American

architecture over the past 200 years." Although

Thomas Jefferson's University of Virginia campus
won first place handily, Boston received 69 votes for

28 buildings. Shown here are some of those buildings.

We are proud of them too.
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But Boston is not the only place in Massachusetts

with an active and stimulating professional climate.

Throughout the Commonwealth are examples of

professional activity and opportunities to be found

nowhere else in the nation. Massachusetts' institutions,

laboratories, and research foundations have a world-

wide reputation not only for the quality and creativity

of their work, but also for the impact they have had on
the thoughts and ideas of intellectuals everywhere.
Here are a few examples.

Oceanography
at Woods Hole
Located in one of the most picturesque parts of

the state, near Falmouth on Cape Cod, the research

facilities of Woods Hole comprise three principal

organizations.

—The Oceanographic Institute uses five major re-

search ships, including one capable of descending

more than two miles beneath the surface, to explore

the physical, chemical, and biological properties of the

oceans. Supported in large part by the Office of Naval

Research and the National Science Foundation, the

Institute has cooperative degree programs with MIT,

Yale, Brown, and Harvard Universities.

—The Marine Biological Laboratory, which dates

from 1888, provides resident research and active

teaching programs in various fields of biology, ecology,

chemistry, and related disciplines. Laboratory facilities

and living accommodations are available to qualified

individuals who come here to work with an interna-

tional group of students and scholars.

—The Northeast Fisheries Center, under the direction

of the National Marine Fisheries Service, carries out

research in resource assessment, marine ecosystems,

and environmental assessment. In addition to con-

tinuing studies of the distribution and abundance of

most commercially fished species, this facility does

comprehensive analyses of the physical, chemical

and biological character of the offshore area, in-

cluding the long term effects of toxic wastes and oil

exploration.



Biology at Worcester
The Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology,

founded in 1944, is perhaps best known as the place

where the oral contraceptive pill was successfully

developed. The Foundation is now the third largest

independent research institution of its kind in the

United States and, in addition to its continuing work in

human reproduction, has major programs in cancer

research, neurobiology and related fields.

Engineering at Amherst
Another major educational and research center is

located in the beautiful Connecticut River valley

where the University of Massachusetts and four

prestigious private colleges are all within a twenty mile

radius. The University, like any major university,

carries on a wide range of activities that have had a

direct impact on the state's economy. The Agricultural

School, for instance, helped put the cranberry industry

on a sound basis, making Massachusetts the largest

cranberry producing state in the nation. The highly

regarded School of Engineering has in recent years

been directly involved with the problems and chal-

lenges of a changing society and economy in Massa-

chusetts. Literally dozens of projects, many with

direct funding and support by Massachusetts com-

panies, are addressing industrial and community
problems. A sample of these includes:

— Fundamental semiconductor design.

—A standardization program for grinding wheels.

—An aquaculture laboratory in southeastern

Massachusetts.

—A system forplanning investments in new power
generation facilities.

—A patient flow system for hospitals and health

centers.

Wherever you go in Massachusetts you will find

professional people doing professional things and, in

the bargain, influencing not only their fellow pro-

fessionals but everyone around them. Whether they

are attracted here by the great universities, the quality

of life, or the magnet of distinguished competition, the

professionals are definitely here and likely to stay.
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Where HighTechnologyGrows
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The generation of new, high technology companies
requires a special environment that only occurs in a

few regions in the world. The Greater Boston area is

perhaps the best example of where it happens. An
explanation of why this is so has been formulated by

Richard F. Morse, for decades a leader in the field of

technology development and former chief of the MIT
Development Foundation.

"Within the United States we have areas of highly

innovative activity and corresponding regions where it

is essentially nonexistent. Greater Boston and Palo
Alto can be cited as regions of high 'new enterprise'

generation. (Other) areas have fine graduate schools,

venture capital sources, and a high concentration of

industry, . . . (but) . . . are essentially devoid of this type

of operation. A number of essential ingredients are

necessary for the generation of new technical enter-

prises, including venture capital sources, entrepre-

neurial skills, advanced technology and markets for

unique products. More important than anything else is

perhaps the concept, 'entrepreneurship breeds entre-

preneurship' . People are stimulated by success of

others, and once the idea offorming a new company
has been demonstrated, other potential entrepreneurs

try it in the same region."

Translating this idea into action has been the mission

of the Center for Innovation at MIT. Founded by

Professor Y. T. Li in 1972 and funded by the federal

government, the Center has developed the theory and

practice of technological entrepreneurship and inno-

vation. Through the courses, technical assistance and
funding provided by the Center, MIT students have

been assisted in patenting 20 inventions and estab-

lishing half a dozen new companies.

Dr. Li defines innovation as the uniquely human way
of surviving, that is, of adapting to changes in our

environment. The courses and publications the Center

puts forth are creating a body of knowledge that will

aid in training future generations of technological

innovators and entrepreneurs.



Massachusetts has the "essential ingredients"

spoken of by Mr. Morse and, as can be seen in the

tables, they are here in abundance. The absolute

number of small research and development com-
panies in Massachusetts is almost as high as in the

large states of California and New York, but, when the

figures are adjusted for population, one sees that the

concentration is over three times as great. The same
thing holds true for the number of Industrial Research

annual awards for best technological innovation.

Massachusetts is a third behind New York and Cali-

fornia, but obviously way ahead on a proportionate

size basis. The trend continues in the table showing

the amount of Federal R&D expenditures, where
Massachusetts is second to California. In patents

issued per capita, Massachusetts is third to

New Jersey and Connecticut.

These charts deal with the companies, but it is also

true that the people who make these things happen
are here too, as the next three charts show. One

shows the number of scientists as listed in Men and
Women of Science; another the number of scholars

as listed in American Scholars. The table on Nobel
Laureates is one of our proudest, for it shows that 32

percent of all American Nobel Prize winners since

1965 were educated in Massachusetts or are

presently teaching here.
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New Enterprise and Academia

When Massachusetts companies, particularly

the high technology ones, talk about their

partiality to this area, they very often men-

tion the advantage of being close to Harvard

and MIT. This is usually a shorthand refer-

ence to the tremendous vitality that higher

education provides to high technology

industries in Massachusetts. While the activ-

ities of venture capitalists, the number of

patents issued, and the number of industrial

research awards to Massachusetts companies

provide some indication of the relationship,

perhaps the best way to see it is to scan

some of the many Massachusetts companies

that arose directly from the academic world.

The process of one company originating

from a larger related company— commonly
called a "spin-off" — is not an unusual hap-

pening in our economy. But what takes

place in Massachusetts, the academic spin-

off, is a unique form of this process. It is as

common here as it is rare elsewhere. The

firms featured here are typical of the hun-

dreds that were conceived in the higher

education community here and are now
prospering in Massachusetts.

Environmental Research
and Technology
This company was started in 1968 by two

Ph.D. meterological graduates from MIT
and an experienced business manager as a

consulting service in the area of air pollution.

Because Massachusetts' air pollution regula-

tions were well ahead of the Federal ones at

that time, ERT got a big initial boost by doing

a significant amount of business with Massa-

chusetts utility companies. In addition,

according to Elliot Newman, Marketing Vice

President, "The availability of trained per-

sonnel directly from Harvard and MIT was a

major factor in supplying the needed talent."

m

ERT soon discovered the need for highly

accurate, continuous 24-hour data on the

distribution and quantity of air pollutants, and
developed a unique, self-contained instru-

ment module to take these measurements.

The modules, located in about 250 sites

around the Northeast, feed over 1,000 meas-

urements hourly into two major computer
centers, and form by far the largest single

air pollution measurement system in the

world. This system and the hard data it pro-

vides, has allowed ERT to develop highly

accurate air pollution diffusion models.

Some of the main components of the system

were developed in cooperation with other

Massachusetts companies, particularly Data

General Corporation.

The company presently has 800 employees

in eight regional offices across the country,

including probably the largest number of

meteorologists and biologists of any private

organization in the country. In the last eight

years, sales have grown from about $2 mil-

lion to about $18 million annually. This

success made ERT so attractive that in 1978

it was acquired by COMSAT (Communica-
tion Satellite Corp.). The company's growth

has been built on its technical knowledge

and leadership in an emerging field. Vice

President Newman feels, "If we hadn't

been in the Boston area, we couldn't have

pulled it off."

ECO, Incorporated

ECO, Incorporated was organized in 1971

by a group of Harvard graduate students as

an interdisciplinary research company with

organic chemistry as the common denomi-

nator. Their first work as environmental con-

sultants was largely an extension of their

graduate studies.

In 1973, company operations entered the

energy field with the discovery of a chemical

system for storing halogens and its applica-

tion in secondary batteries suitable both for

traction vehicles and for electric utility load

leveling. One phase of this patented battery

technology is being licensed by Exxon; an-

other was developed jointly with Gould, Inc.

As an adjunct to battery research, ECO
has also pioneered the development of an
organic catalyst for use as an alternative

to platinum in phosphoric acid fuel cells.

Development in this area is proceeding under
contracts to NASA and The Electric Power
Research Institute.

Since 1975, the company has entered the

scientific market place with two product

lines. Operating as KOR ISOTOPES, the

company manufactures specialty chemicals,

drugs and pharmaceuticals labeled with

stable, heavy-mass isotopes. These products

are gaining acceptance as the advanced
alternatives to radioactive tracers for use in

biochemical and clinical research on meta-

bolic processes.

The company is past the million dollar

mark in sales and entering a period of rapid

growth. According to Alfred Ajami, one of

the founding stockholders, the company's
close connections with the Harvard and MIT
research communities has been indispens-

able in the development and application of

several of its product ideas.

Applicon Incorporated

Applicon is one of the creators of the field of

computer-aided design/computer-aided

manufacturing (CAD/CAM), or graphic pro-

cessing. Graphic processing is analogous to

data processing in the sense that it creates,

manipulates, edits, and stores drawings and
pictorial representations instead of numerical

data and text. Graphic processing systems

are used to automate many design, analysis,

drafting, and manufacturing operations,

enabling a wide range of businesses to oper-

ate more efficiently by improving their pro-

ductivity and shortening product develop-

ment cycles. The idea of computer assisted

graphics was developed during the 1960's at

a number of places, including most notably

the Lincoln Laboratories of MIT. The four

founders of Applicon were colleagues at

Lincoln Labs, and left in 1969 to form this

company.

Initially, Applicon used existing hardware

and software components but, within two

years, began to manufacture its own com-

ponents such as terminal workstations and
plotters. The company also developed a

unique graphics processor designed to pro-

cess the output of the system's central pro-

cessor, a Digital minicomputer, for more
efficient processing.

Applicon, with gross sales for 1979 of $28.5

million, has a substantial share of the systems

market and an annual rate of growth exceed-

ing 55 percent in 1979.

The key to the company's success has been

its ability to translate new engineering ideas

into cost saving business tools. Actual cus-

tomer experience demonstrates that sav-

ings over manual methods are as much as

ten to one. Essential to maintaining its com-

petitive edge has been the recruitment of a

highly skilled and sophisticated work force.

The engineering staff is dominated by MIT
graduates. Asked about the chances of the

company relocating as the business expands

and gets more complex, President Donald

Feddersen says he sees no chance of this.

"For our kind of company, with such a

heavy reliance on topnotch technical people,

this is and will continue to be the right place

to be."



Laser Analytics, Incorporated

Laser Analytics is the first company devoted

exclusively to the application of tunable

diode lasers. The basic diode technology the

company is exploiting was developed at

Lincoln Labs of MIT by Jack Butler, the cur-

rent President of Laser Analytics. In January

1975, he and Ken Nill, another Ph. D. level

scientist from the Labs left to found the

company. Since then, the company has

grown to a staff of 50, and recently

expanded into a larger facility in Bedford.

The main product lines are spectroscopic

instruments based on the tunable diode

laser. This laser was first developed in 1963,

and by 1970 was being used for ultrahigh

resolution spectral measurements. The
company's present instrument has a resolu-

tion 100 to 1,000 times better than previous

conventional instruments, and emits an

intense, monochromatic infrared beam
which can be varied in wavelength, or

"tuned," by a simple adjustment. This

flexibility has opened up entirely new areas

of measurements to the scientist and engi-

neer in infrared photochemistry, atmo-

spheric studies, laser isotope separation, air

pollution, and many other areas. Laser

Analytics received the prestigious IR-100

award in 1976 for this development.

Gross annual sales are about $4 million

and continue to grow rapidly, based in part

on the recent successful development of

an industrial process monitor using tunable

diode lasers.

President Jack Butler attributes their suc-

cess in part to "our continued interaction

with the universities, which is necessary in

order to keep on top of new happenings."

In addition, he feels their location is instru-

mental to their continued growth.

"Laser Analytics carefully chose their

location to be physically nearLincoln Labs.

We could have gotten cheaper land out in

New Hampshire; however, potential cus-

tomers come to visit Lincoln Laboratories

and it is natural to stop by here on the way.

This expands our potential market ...in

addition, related work is going on at Lincoln

Labs . . . continued interaction is mutually

rewarding to the growth of this technology,

which is still in an evolving stage His

important to be in the midst of high

technology industry.

"

Computer Controls Corporation

Computer Controls owes its beginning to the

initiative of two MIT graduate students look-

ing for a way to apply microcomputer tech-

nology to industrial processes. Supported by
advice and prototype funding from the MIT
Innovation Center and encouraged by an

MIT study pointing out the energy savings

possible through improved building systems

controls, the decision was made to enter the

building systems area.

In June 1976, Computer Controls was
formed and began manufacture of a unique

system of multiple, independent micro-

computers to control heating, ventilating,

cooling and similar machinery. A central

computer monitors the local computer func-

tions, and through it the local computers

can be reset or reprogrammed. Individual

system functions are not, however, con-

trolled by the central computer, as in other

systems, thus making the system far more
flexible and reliable. A unique aspect of the

system is that troubleshooting can be
accomplished via a normal telephone line to

Computer Controls' home office, elimi-

nating the need for a skilled electronics

field maintenance force.

Although the company is still small, it is

alone in offering technology this advanced.

As a result, its sales are growing rapidly,

tripling in the last year.

Access to good supply sources is critical to

the company's growth. President Phil

Doucet says that there are virtually no com-
ponents or services they need which are not

available within 50 miles of their plant on
Route 128. He goes on, "Not only is 50% of

our potential market in the northeast quad-
rant of the country, but the high quality

people and resources we need are here too.

I don't see how we could possibly move
someplace else and find what we need."

Offshore Devices, Incorporated
Offshore Devices is the outgrowth of a

collaboration between Johns-Man ville, Inc.

and three MIT engineers on a Coast Guard
project to develop oil spill barriers for use on

the high seas. Development work on a

barrier system was begun in 1969 under
Coast Guard sponsorship. When the Coast

Guard subsequently undertook a major

procurement in 1973, one of the MIT pro-

fessors, Dr. Jerome Milgram, an ocean
engineer, formed Offshore Devices to bid

on the work.

The basic ideas for the barrier design were
developed by Dr. Milgram through his

research and consulting at MIT, and a num-
ber of MIT graduate and undergraduate

students, including the company president,

Eleanor Swett, have been involved in the

development and production of the system

from its inception to the present.

While still only a small firm. Offshore

Devices is the only company manufacturing

light-weight oil spill containment barriers

and skimming devices that will work on the

high seas. The system is designed to operate

in five foot seas and 20 knot winds, although

it has survived intact in 20 foot waves.

Because of its relatively light weight, it can

be transported easily by air to where it

is needed.

Although the company has sold barrier

systems to other users, including six to the

Soviet Union, commercial production of the

system awaits definitive performance results

from use in varied and difficult situations.

These are currently in progress in the Gulf of

Mexico where the Coast Guard is assisting

in a major oil spill cleanup operation.

The president of Offshore Devices, Eleanor

Swett, notes that "... the availability of low

cost manufacturing space and access to the

top quality scientific and technical personnel

available in Massachusetts ..." have been

critical factors in the company's success.
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Turning Knowledge Into Jobs

Knowledge is a growth industry in Massa-

chusetts in two ways. The three universities

pictured here— Harvard, M.I.T. and Boston

University— alone employ 27,200. More
importantly their research facilities have spun
off hundreds of new companies in Massa-

chusetts and trained thousands of entre-

preneurs and managers. Shown here are

just three outstanding examples.

Draper Laboratories has been a major
research facility of MIT for 40 years. In 1973,

it became an independent R&D facility

employing 1,800 people. In 1978, Draper

did $90,000,000 of business in military and

space development, particularly with iner-

tial guidance systems. Through such facili-

ties as Lincoln Laboratory, the magnet
laboratory and the energy laboratory, MIT
has spawned well over 300 new companies,

including such giants as Digital Equipment
Corporation.

The Damon Corporation is a major factor

in clinical laboratories, medical instruments

and pharmaceutical products, with 1978
sales of $132 million and employment of

3,700. Although it was started as an engi-

neering firm, it soon moved into the medical

field. The management and staffing of the

company draws heavily on the unparalleled

medical research community in Greater

Boston. Shown here is the Harvard Medical

School, one of the major parts of this com-
munity. Other notable members are Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, probably the

leading hospital research institution in the

world, the Farber Cancer Institute for chil-

dren's cancer, and the Children's Hospital.

All are large employers in their own right.

In 1957, a group of Boston University

engineers and physicists founded Itek Cor-

poration to make high precison optical

cameras. Itek now manufactures a broad

range of optical goods and in 1978 had sales

of $265 million and employed 6,300.
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The InternationalConnection

The vigor of Massachusetts industry is directly related

to its success in selling its products overseas. About
one of every eight manufacturing jobs in the state is

directly or indirectly dependent on exports. In some
industries, for instance, electric and electronic equip-

ment, instruments, and chemicals, over 15% of the

state's total output is exported.

From 1972 to 1976 exports of Massachusetts manu-
factured goods rose 172%, which compares to a

growth in production of all manufactured goods of

41%. This means that about one-fifth of the total

increase in production of all manufactured goods
during this period was accounted for by growth in

goods for export.

Massachusetts ranks 11th nationally in the volume of

sales of manufacturers to foreign countries, and is in

the top 5 among major manufacturing states in terms

of the rate of growth of exports.

Almost two-thirds of the state's exports move by air

through Logan Airport, which has shown remarkable

growth in air cargo shipments. It is now the sixth

largest airport in the United States.

The bulk of these exports is in computers, electrical

equipment, machinery, instruments, and control

equipment. These are the same industries which were
cited earlier as being among the high growth sectors

of our economy, mainly because the same factors

are involved. Wang Laboratories, for instance, which

is a major factor in the minicomputer and word proc-

essing equipment industries, expects to do almost

half of its business overseas in the near future. Some
of the other major exporters are the Foxboro Com-

pany, which makes petroleum process control equip-

ment; Honeywell, which makes computers; Polaroid,

with cameras; Instrumentation Laboratory, makers of

medical diagnosis equipment; USM Corporation,

which makes shoe machinery; Bose Corporation,

makers of hi-fi equipment, and Raytheon Company,
manufacturer of sophisticated weapons systems.

In addition to the exports of hard goods,

Massachusetts also has a number of pre-eminent
service industries that do a thriving export business.

The nature of many services is such that the real

product is knowledge and expertise, so that the actual

transfer can occur either in Massachusetts or abroad
and still be considered an export. For example, some

of the major medical facilities in Massachusetts are

teaching facilities for the leading medical schools in

the world, such as Harvard and Tufts. These and other

medical facilities also have a constant stream of

patients from around the world seeking their services.

Each year, thousands of foreign students and scholars

come to Massachusetts to take advantage of univer-

sities, medical schools, and research institutions such
as Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute and Draper

Laboratories in Cambridge.

INTERNATIONAL AIR CARGO SHIPMENTS
LOGAN AIRPORT
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Foreign Business Council

Michael J. Harrington, Chainnan

Capitalizing on foreign investor interest in Massachu-

setts, the Governor has recently established a new
international marketing organization. The Foreign

Business Council, a group of 47 business executives

working to attract foreign businesses to the state, has

set up close working relationships with the marketing

division of Massport and the Department of Com-
merce and Development. The goal is to provide com-
plete information on markets, shipping, labor costs,

taxes, sites and related data, on a "one stop" basis.

The Governor's program, called "Massachusetts

Unlimited," can realistically assess new investments

and quickly focus the wide range of available incen-

tives on the needs of specific foreign businesses.

Astra Pharmaceutical Products, Inc.

Framingham-Westborough-Worcester

Massachusetts

John J. Pfeiffer, President

"The Directors of our Swedish-owned parent com-
pany have assigned to us the objective of tripling our

volume within the next five years. We have the prod-

ucts, the market and the capacity to achieve this am-
bitious goal. But we also require a geographic and
economic environment that is compatible with our

continuing as an important supplier to this nation's

health care team. There are good indications that

Massachusetts can and will furnish that environment,

and that, as a result, we shall be able to maintain an

operation at our three current Massachusetts loca-



tions that will measure up to the needs of our markets.

Massachusetts was our choice when we came to this

country thirty years ago. Now that we are on the

threshold of our biggest expansion program ever,

Massachusetts has once again become our choice.

We believe that the results over the coming year will

justify those choices."

Many foreign investors have recognized Massachu-

setts' advantages, and are locating their facilities here,

or are buying controlling interests in Massachusetts

companies. Data current as of 1978 show between

85 and 95 foreign businesses or foreign controlled

businesses in Massachusetts. Virtually all of this busi-

ness interest is European and Japanese, with almost

one-third of it coming from the United Kingdom. To
support these interests, as well as the export activities,

a wide range of specialized support services has been

created in Massachusetts. Among them are:

— Boston 's Logan Airport has direct flights

to over 200 foreign cities.

-The Port of Boston is served by steamship

lines that visit almost 150 ports in over 50
countries.

—About 50 countries maintain consulates

in Boston, or about equal to Chicago, after

New York, California, and Texas.

— Boston banks maintain numerous over-

seas offices and foreign correspondents. The
largest Massachusetts bank, the First National

Bank of Boston, for instance, has 65
branches or subsidiaries in 41 countries.
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Enjoying Life in Massachusetts

We have discussed and examined a lot of

aspects of the business and professional

environment in Massachusetts, and now we
would like to shift the emphasis to you and

your family.

Are they going to like living here?

Activities that are enjoyable and important

to some people are less important to others,

which is as it should be. The major consider-

ation, however, is the availability of a full

range of activities in the arts, cultural and
recreational events. The numbers, diversity,

and excellence form the basis for a state by
state comparison, and are important when
assessing the opportunity for enjoying life,

particularly during one's leisure time. This

part of life and its quality has to be an
important consideration, because the facts

are that the average person spends 84 per-

cent of his time in non-work related

activities.

The availability of leisure time activities and
the opportunity for family and individual

enjoyment abounds in Massachusetts. We
are going to tell you about some of them and
a few of the people who are involved, and
let you judge for yourself how Massachu-
setts ranks in the number, diversity and excel-

lence of cultural and recreational events.

/ am very happy to be the Music Director of this great Orchestra in such a special

place as Boston. This city and the entire state have a unique cultural flavor. Our
audiences at Symphony Hall are enthusiastic music lovers. Tanglewood, in Western

Massachusetts, is the ideal setting for our summer music festival. There, we combine
performances and teaching in the natural beauty of the Berkshires.

The Boston Symphony and the Boston Pops have a warm relationship with the

people who live there. Our concert seasons and international tours are followed with

great enthusiasm. Bostonians rootfor the BSO like they do for the Celtics, Bruins

orRed Sox.

Seiji Ozawa, Boston Symphony Orchestra

"1 think if you're trying to be a writer this is a very forgiving state with a long history of literary

activity and a certain subliminal respect for the life of the mind. I've been comfortable here,

have been accepted as a neighbor by New Englanders, and for 25 years now have been able to

work in this atmosphere . . . I like being near the sea. I think it's always platonic; itcleanses the

mind to see something so big other than yourself.
''

John Updike— Georgetown, Massachusetts

Generations before Doctor Robert Goddard launched the world's first liquid fuel rocket, at

Auburn, Massachusetts in 1926, and space exploration terms became so commonplace in our

language, Massachusetts was, and is today, a "launching pad.
''

Our nation 's earliest settlers, whose roots sprang from Massachusetts, teamed to use not

only their hands, but their brains as well, when confronted with the harsh realities of the new
world. Craftsmanship and ingenuity are still among our most valuable natural resources.

Massachusetts has always ranked high in America's subjective assessment. It is viewed as

the place where America began — geographically, politically, artistically, and technologically.

From my boyhood days in Boston 's West End to today, the awareness of Massachusetts

'

continuing contribution to our nation's well-being has been a positive influence on me and a

source of pride about my home state.

Leonard Nimoy, TV and movie star

As to why we chose to live here, in spite of the climate we love the area and the people and
we find it a most stimulating place to be. Although we have lived all over the world, we wouldn't

think of having permanent residence anywhere else than right here in New England, and espe-

cially in the Boston-Cambridge area.

Julia Child , Cambridge, Massachusetts Chef, author and TV personality







The Quality of Life

Quality of life is a large topic, and, in many ways, a

subjective one. While we rate this quality very highly

in Massachusetts, we do not subscribe to the view that

the quality of life, in and of itself, is the major con-

sideration in a business firm's relocation decision.

Although the principal factor is, "Where is the most
profitable location?", there is a balance that is best

expressed in the words of Vernon R. Alden, Chair-

man of the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and
Humanities:

"One of our greatest needs in Massachusetts is jobs—

to hold the industries we now have and to attract new
companies to the Commonwealth.
Top level executives and middle

management look carefully at

what life will be like in the next

town before they are willing to pick

up theirfamilies and move on. A
state's cultural environment— the

quality of its musical organiza-

tions, its museums, its theatres—
are among the most important considerations in

keeping and attracting industry.

"

In Mr. Alden' s view, when an exceptional quality of

life is a factor, we have the edge. "Our artistic and

cultural assets are a major economic advantage.

Massachusetts, with something like 2 percent of the

nation's population, has about 13 percent of its

artistic and cultural resources."

In keeping with our main purpose, we wish to present

an objective evaluation of some of the major elements

that make up quality of life and still convey the rich-

ness and variety of our total environment for living.
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Education
The quality and availability of educational opportuni-

ties in Massachusetts are without equal. We have 119

institutions of higher education. Among the more
prominent of these are Amherst, Smith, Mount
Holyoke, Harvard, MIT, Boston University, Tufts,

Boston College, Holy Cross, Springfield College,

Simmons, Northeastern University, Brandeis, and
Wellesley, to mention a few. The excellence of these

is such that, as the chart shows, they attract a higher

percentage of out-of-state and foreign students than

any other state except California. As also can be seen

in the chart, in 1978 the proportion of graduate and
professional degrees in relation to all degrees granted

was higher than in any other state. Massachusetts

universities are strongly oriented to serving the educa-

tional needs of scientific, technical and professional

people and institutions.

Throughout these pages we have often stressed our

educational system, and this is because education

touches almost every part of life in Massachusetts. We
are justly proud of our schools.

Elementary and secondary schools are all under local

control, rather than a centralized state control. One of

the consequences of this is that the quality varies

depending on the interest of the community, but it

also enables people who are interested to work at

their local school system and make it as good as they

want it to be. The evidence for this can be seen in the

fact that, overall, as the charts show, we have the best

pupil to teacher ratio of any of the eleven states, and

rank third in expenditures per pupil. We also have

some of the best private secondary schools in the

country. A few examples of these are shown, some of

the others are Governor Dummer, Concord Academy,

Groton, Deerfield, Saint Mark's, Pingree and Dana Hall.



Health
Massachusetts has a unique concentration of leading

medical centers, health care facilities, and research

and teaching institutions. The tables show that

Massachusetts consistently ranks high in the per capita

number of physicians, dentists, hospital beds, nurses,

and nursing homes. But these figures do not tell the

whole story. The reputation of Massachusetts' great

teaching hospitals and research facilities attracts the

best talent in the world, which in turn adds to their

resources and increases their reputation.

This reputation has been earned by dedication and
painstaking effort down through the years. Break-

throughs in polio prevention, kidney transplants, oral

contraception, smallpox inoculation, and surgical

anesthesia did not "just happen" first in Massachu-

setts. Nor did the thousands of other advances and
developments.

Research, which brought about these advances and
is most newsworthy, is only one part of Massachu-

setts' medical excellence. Another part is the high

quality medical education which brings students from

all over the world to Harvard Medical School, Boston

University School of Medicine, and Tufts University

School of Medicine. There is a long-standing tradition

of medical excellence here that will perhaps lead the

way to an even better tomorrow.
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The pacemaker industry has changed dramatically in recent years due to the acceptance of lithium

batteries as apower source. This enables thepatient over his remaining life span to endure less replace-

ments because of increased longevity of the power source. The heartpacemaker market is presently

a $550 million world-wide industry with growth forecasted to be $1 billion by 1984.

With regard toAPC, we are the only pacemaker company located in the northeast region of the

USA. We feel this is an outstanding asset. Massachusetts offers not only high technology, educational

and medical resources, but a government that cares. As a small business in the formative stages of

development. Federal and State government representatives and agencies played a major role in

helping APC to establish themselves in the community.

American Pacemaker Corporation

Wobum, Massachusetts

Mr. Ralph E. Hanson, President



The Lahey Clinic Foundation is a nonprofit health

care institution founded by Dr. Frank Howard Lahey
in 1923. The clinic is a comprehensive diagnostic and
treatment center with a staff of 120 physicians cover-

ing 18 specialties dedicated to the concept of team
consultants to care for the total person.

Massachusetts General Hospital is the original teach-

ing hospital of the Harvard Medical School, receiving

its charter of incorporation in 1811. The oldest volun-

tary, nonprofit hospital in New England and the third

oldest in the United States, MGH has maintained its

original purposes of high quality patient care, medical

education, and research into the causes, control, and

cure of disease.

Charles T. Wood
Director, Mass. Eye & Ear Infirmary

"The roots of the Massachusetts

Eye and Ear Infirmary are deep in

Boston 's history. From its origins as a walk-up chari-

table clinic 153 years ago, the Infirmary has main-

tained close associations with other renowned health-

care and educational institutions in the area. In the

late 1960's, we chose to build our new hospital above

and around the building we've occupied since 1899,

continuing to seme the community around us and
to draw on the great scientific and human resources

thatmake Boston andMassachusetts so justlyfamous."
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Leisure Time

"Boston is a state of mind with

endless fascinations that can
never be fully explored. Its music,

its paintings, its books, its uni-

versities and hospitals, its won-
derfully funny little shops and
restaurants, and most of all, the

variety of interesting and inter-

ested people— the scientists and
doctors and teachers and artists— keep it forever

fresh and surprising.

"

Sarah Caldwell

Artistic Director,

Opera Company of Boston

Leisure time activities is another subject on which

each individual has his own interpretation and ideas,

and to which we cannot begin to do justice. The charts

here give a comparison of some of the various facili-

ties and institutions across the eleven states. The first

shows museums and libraries, and the second com-
pares the number of orchestras, opera companies,

and theater groups. Among the best known of these

Massachusetts counts the Symphony Hall, the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, the Museum of Science, Higgins

Armory Museum, the Clark Art Institute, Boston

Ballet, Boston Public Library, and many, many
others. But the facilities themselves are really secon-

dary to the events that go on there, some of which

we have tried to capture in photographs.

For the sports minded, some of the best athletic

clubs and professional teams in the world are found

in Massachusetts. Football, basketball, baseball,

tennis, and hockey are the biggest spectator sports

and have a very strong following in the area. Since

these are all Major League teams, they also draw
fans and supporters from throughout New England.

There are other events of a number, variety, and

quality to suit every taste. Boston alone has over

10,000 cultural events a year as listed in the Boston

Globe Calendar. These include theater, concerts,

exhibits, and children's programs. For example, you

can see a great many Broadway productions in "try-

out" before the New Yorkers do. Also there are a

number of special events, unique to the Boston area,

as shown in these photographs.







Citizens of Massachusetts are visibly interested in current

events, as attested to by the excellent media coverage available

here. WGBH-TV, PBS Channel 2, in Boston, is probably one of

the flagship stations of the national PBS network. This station is

not only responsible for exceptional informational and educa-

tional programming but also provides the national PBS network

with such award-winning shows as "Zoom", "Nova" and "Julia

Child" Channel 2's annual auction to raise money to fund

public service broadcasting is a highlight of Boston's early

summer entertainment calendar. Massachusetts is well popu-

lated with both UHF and VHF commercial television stations

as well as extensive cable television. Fourteen television, as well

as 156 radio stations, are currently operating in Massachusetts.

Fifty- four daily newspapers with a combined circulation of well

over three and one-half million, give Massachusetts the highest

circulation per capita in the nation.

The people of Massachusetts are involved and interested in the

various information media that serve them. Numerous talk

shows on leading radio stations, as well as audience partici-

pation television shows with guest appearances by leaders in

both the public and private sector , continue the Massachusetts

tradition of citizen involvement into the electronic age.

The communications media in Massachusetts are indeed

dedicated to one goal and achieve it: an informed public.

ON THE SPOT INTERVIEW AT PRIME PARK DEDICATION
— (LtoR) George S. Kahotis, Secretary ofEconomic Affairs;

Kenneth Fisher, President, Prime Computer, Inc. ; News Com-
mentator, WGTR ; Edward J . King, Governor; James F. Carlin,

Commissioner, Massachusetts Department ofCommerce,
participate in an on-the-spot interview at the dedication of

Prime Park Natick Massachusetts.

WGTR, a local radio station, was on site to interview leaders of

the public and private sector who participated in the dedication

of Prime Park, Natick, Massachusetts. Prime Park is a newly

renovated industrial complex that will house the headquarters

and other divisions of Prime Computer Corporation, one of the

world's leading high technology firms.
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Conclusion
Can you grow in Massachusetts? Your com-

pany's growth, your family's growth, and your own
growth as a professional depend on a subtle com-
bination of elements. Our research has shown that

all these elements are available to residents of

Massachusetts. Among them are:

• A professional and corporate community in which

high technology and innovation are a way of life.

• Educational institutions that are the prototype

of excellence.

• Access to transportation facilities the equal of any

metropolitan area.

• An abundance and variety of cultural and recrea-

tional attractions within easy reach and to suit

every taste.

• A skilled and industrious work force.

Such advantages are important— important

to you, and important to us. Massachusetts is not an

inexpensive state in which to live. But it is a high

quality state, and quality always costs more. In-

variably, it is the best investment for the long term.

This publication has served its purpose if you
now have a perspective on Massachusetts. A per-

spective on the type of people, and families, and

companies who grow here. A perspective on what

it takes to make a state great. A perspective on the

interaction between individual growth and collective

growth. To continue to grow and prosper, we need

people who can take advantage of the benefits we
offer, and who can, in turn, give us the benefit of

their skills and talents. Yes, we are selling Massa-

chusetts. But what we are buying is you.

The bottom line is that you can Make It In

Massachusetts!
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